
Fugitive to Fatty 
A Pokémon Mystery Dungeon… Thing. 

(Warning, contains weight gain, vore, belching and unrealistic sizes) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A chill breeze emanated from the mouth of the Lapis Cave. Yamor the Treecko and his 
partner, Agu the Squirtle, were recently exiled from their home; their departure prompting 
Rescue Teams, much like their own- to hunt them down. The team became fugitives, and 
their journey had led them here- to the Lapis Cave. 
 
“Hmm… Seems the only way forward is through here.” Yamor observed- It was too late to 
turn back; they had to keep running. “Well, Agu- I hope you’re ready, because I’ve got your 
back!” Agu, as usual, didn’t respond. For a Squirtle, he was very quiet- which makes sense, 
as he was once a human. This was the reason the two were exiled. The two had no time to 
wait, as they began to hear other Pokémon swiftly approaching. Yamor jumped from the 
sound, startled that others had followed their trail this quickly. 
“Yikes! Are those guys still on our tails?!” The Treecko says to his partner, with a look of 
concern and shock over his face. The partners had no time to waste, quickly running into the 
Mystery Dungeon ahead… 
 
As they entered, Agu cautiously looked around- thankfully, it seemed no one was waiting for 
them in here- phew… Unfortunately, Yamor had forgotten to eat the Eyedrop Seed he kept 
in his bag; resulting in the clumsy Treecko to fall onto a warp trap! Agu gasps at the sight, 
unable to stop the trap as a purple glow engulfed his partner and warped him elsewhere on 
the floor… 
 
“Ugh… Where…?” Yamor looks around- this place he was warped to… it didn’t seem right. 
There were no visible entrances or exits, and the room was covered in a thick, blue fog that 
smelt of sea salt… He didn’t know it, but this fog was causing him to grow hungry, and soon 
ravenous. The Treecko begins to pace through the foggy room, seeing what looked like a 
pile of items just left there on the floor. Curious, he approaches them. Upon closer 
inspection, it turned out that this pile of items was actually a large pile of Oran Berries and 
Apples! Yamor’s eyes widened, running towards the stack of food and eating up a Big Apple 
as he dived into it. Strangely, as he ate the delicious fruit, something seemed… off. Big 
Apples were meant to fill your belly by a lot, but strangely he felt nothing. He shrugged it off- 
maybe it was just a bad apple! Yamor shoves a Perfect Apple into his mouth, and still, 
nothing. This was concerning to him, no doubt- but his hunger was a beast, forcing him to 
stuff more and more amounts into his mouth. Due to this, he slowly began to gain weight. 
Acquiring a pudgy chest and packing on pounds on his posterior.  
 
The Treecko continues to binge, shoving multiple Oran Berries into his increasingly greedy 
maw at once. The hunger becomes more and more uncontrollable, causing Yamor to growl 
angrily in frustration. “Why am I not full yet?!” He yells to himself, before letting out a light 
belch and throwing an Apple into his mouth. The food pile slowly depletes as the gluttonous 



gecko eats more and more, getting plumper and plumper. Before long, the pile is depleted to 
a single bag… Yamor falls to the floor as he eats the last Perfect Apple in the pile. Shaking 
his entire body and butt as he lets out a long, triumphant burp! His belly weighed him down, 
so much that he’s now more of a fat blob than a Treecko. He had developed lardy neck rolls 
and a sizable pair of moobs. His bloated belly sagged down and groaned- its hunger barely 
sated. Yamor grunts as he lets out a sigh- he would definitely be full by now had this been a 
normal day. But now he was a huge fatty! He struggled to get himself back up, his blobby 
behind wiggling, each cheek the size of an Escape Orb. Eventually, he heaves his giant 
body up, his body almost sagging to the floor as it wobbles, still hungering… 
Suddenly, the blue fog would fade, revealing… Oh no, was this a Monster House?! A huge 
horde of Zubat, Nidorina and Tangela dropped from the ceiling, ready to attack the 
barely-mobile Treecko.Yamor panics, unable to do any of his agility moves due to his 
newfound flabbiness. He panics further, impulsively falling down onto his belly and grabbing 
a nearby Nidorina with his chubby hands. Upon grabbing the Pokémon, Yamor’s insatiable 
hunger returns, barely controlling himself as he opens wide and stuffs the Nidorina deep into 
his maw! He gulps them down, savouring the taste of the poison type as he belches a few 
purple bubbles upon swallowing them down. An approaching Zubat attempts to hit the 
Treecko, but only causes the glutton’s belly to jiggle and grumble, beckoning more! Yamor 
does the same to all the Pokémon he can see, stuffing all of them deep into his expanding 
tummy through his maw. Once he cleared the room, something dawns on the now 
completely immobilised blob. He had grown much stronger with all this extra weight, maybe 
if he gets big enough, he could use it to protect himself and Agu from harm! 
 
With this revelation, he greedily looks around for more to consume and add to his blubber, 
glancing over to the bag that almost touched his small-room-sized gut, he realised, it was 
spewing out Apples and Berries?! Seeing this, he picks up the bag with his chubby hand, 
leaning down and moving the bag in such a way that it gets stuck in his maw! Yamor quickly 
begins to feel a steady stream of Apples and Oran Berries flow into his mouth, very quickly 
accelerating the growth of his gigantic body. He finally begins to push against the walls of 
the room, putting strain on the rock walls. There was only one statement going through 
Yamor’s mind as his bloating belly and blubbery butt balloon outwards with mass- “Fatter, 
stronger- for Agu- I must protect my best friend!” More and more chub packs onto the grass 
type, inflating his moobs to double the size of his entire body before he began to consume. 
 
A voice can be heard approaching from a corridor previously unseen by the Treecko. 
“Yamor? Are you down heeere?” A familiar voice- Agu! Yamor groans, trying to get the bag 
off of his mouth so he can call out to his partner, but with no luck. The Squirtle turns around 
the corner to see a huge, fleshy wall of Treecko butt engulfing the entire room ahead! He 
jumps back, startled, before cautiously walking closer to the large, green mass. “Wh-What 
are y-you?” The Squirtle asks, not expecting any response. After some effort, Yamor 
manages to barely muffle out a word. “Agu… Mmmphhh-” He says, still attempting to get the 
bag away. Agu’s eyes widened- this… this blob of blubber was Yamor?! He didn’t even say 
a word, before running forward and beginning to climb the jiggling mass. 
 
 
 
 



The impact from the Squirtle beginning to climb resulted in Yamor being forced to tilt his 
head back, wobbling his fatty neck rolls and bouncing the bottomless bag right down into his 
mouth! This startles him, and he struggles to adjust as Agu scales his huge rump, with intent 
to get to his face, fast. As the endless source of Apples and Berries falls into Yamor’s 
stomach, his growth began to accelerate. He was quickly gaining more butt fat and tummy 
lard, slowly but comfortably burying his head in increasing amounts of neck flab. Agu looks 
up at the room-filling blob’s head, still in awe. This awe-struck sensation didn’t last, as soon 
the two heard other voices. “We’re getting close! I saw them go that way!” One voice 
shouted. Agu yelps and dives between Yamor’s big, doughy moobs. The sensation of this 
made Yamor grunt a little, but he began to slowly turn himself around to face the corridor. 
“Don’t worry, Agu, I’ll keep us safe! Just watch!” The Treecko says with a confidence 
previously unfound. 
 
Even though he could barely see past his own mass, he notices three Pokémon gasping in 
shock at the sight of him. Alakazam, Charizard and Tyranitar stood within the corridor, lost 
for words at the massive grass starter. Yamor smirks, and uses this opportunity to announce 
himself. “Hahahah!! I guess the hunters have become the hunted! If you want Agu, you’re 
gonna have to get through me, first!” the Treecko wiggles around as he laughs, as the three 
still stare in shock. Meanwhile, within his stomach, the bottomless bag he accidentally 
consumed produces a Lasso Orb, instantaneously digesting and coming into effect! Yamor 
lets out a belch, before the orb forces him to begin inhaling with unmatched strength!! 
Countless Pokémon including the three in front of him were all soon added to his mass, 
alongside a few items and some rocks and lapis from the walls that he soon began to fill! 
Yamor’s mass exploded out of the Lapis Cave, filling it and destroying the entire dungeon, 
and showing no signs of slowing!! 
 
The obese blob of a Treecko bursts out, rapidly bloating out like a balloon, quickly flattening 
trees and all else nearby. Somehow, Yamor’s sheer desire to protect his partner infused 
itself with the lapis that he had consumed in his inhalation, eventually manifesting itself in a 
strange psychic ability that Yamor inadvertently discovered. As his Lasso Orb abilities fade, 
he belches, letting out a triumphant sigh. This lapis-induced power would kick in fast, as 
entire forests would suddenly gain a blue aura, as they’re uprooted into the Treecko’s 
gluttonous maw. Meanwhile, Agu was snuggily squished between Yamor’s giant moobs- 
wriggling a little as they grow, similarly to his partner, stuck in a blissful euphoria. The 
Treecko inhaled stronger than ever, eating away at entire ecosystems and consuming all of 
the Rescue Teams that were hunting the two fugitives down. 
 
Soon enough, the grass type’s butt had completely covered some nearby mountains, and his 
gigantic belly was almost reaching Pokémon Square. The glutton didn’t even mind the 
strange, crunchy yet bitter taste of the wood, leaves and other foliage he was devouring, he 
would, in truth, eat anything if it meant growing lardier, and more powerful! As he finishes off 
the nearby forest, he moves onto the mountains nearby, using his powers to cause Mt. Blaze 
to erupt. He flowed the lava into his maw, guzzling it down and it began heating him up. A 
side effect of this was that his stomach began to glow a bright orange, and also began to 
heat up the ground under him! The warm liquid tasted like Blast Seeds, something Yamor 
particularly enjoyed. As he continues to drain the planet’s magma, he crushes Pokémon 
Square as he rapidly outgrows the continent! 



The gigantic Treecko’s blubbery body can be seen from Serene Village, and his belly’s 
blubbery growls can be heard from Sharpedo Bluff. His lardy mass of a belly began to sag 
off into the ocean, causing huge tsunamis with unmatchable strength. Agu was squashed 
between Yamour’s mountainous, mattress-like moobs, letting out a squeaky sound as he 
wriggled around, feeling better than ever. Soon, Yamor outgrew it all, from the deepest 
depths to the tallest  mountains, he had eaten the world’s very core, and soon the very 
planet would crumble under his mass. 
 
As Yamor let out a long, satisfied belch, he knows that he is the strongest. His hunger finally 
sated, he and Agu would drift off to sleep... 


